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We know PSRs can emit quite steadily in radio, but 
also can be sporadic on a large range of timescales
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How Do They Work?
We know PSRs can emit quite steadily in radio, but 
also can be sporadic on a large range of timescales
nanoseconds -> years

Also switching back and forth (with periodicity) 
between stable states of emission & rotation
why??

for NS, tff ~ (Gρ)-1/2 ~ 1 ms, other timescales a puzzle

Question we need to ask:
How do we get erratic radio emission from a PSR 
with a particular timescale, and periodic switching?
What does a PSR magnetosphere even look like?



PSR Magnetospheres
Two types of approaches ...

1. first principles             [e.g. Session 11 speakers]
(Try to) solve Maxwell’s equations for a highly 
conducting spinning ball with B=1012 gauss.

2. geometric           [Radhakrishnan, Cooke, Kramer,
Johnston, Weltevrede, Rankin, Wright, Noutsos ...] 
Study radio profiles (polarisation, obs. freq. 
& time dependence, ...) of PSRs & try to 
determine geometry of system. 

Both ways should meet in the middle!
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Work out E.B, i.e. force pulling charges along B
If E.B>0 +ive (-ive) particles move up (down) -> emission!
If E.B=0 charges stay still -> no emission!

Work out E.B for different α -> get E.B=0 surfaces
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Work out E.B, i.e. force pulling charges along B
If E.B>0 +ive (-ive) particles move up (down) -> emission!
If E.B=0 charges stay still -> no emission!

Work out E.B for different α -> get E.B=0 surfaces

Particles just sit on these surfaces & these 
“electrospheres” seem stable -> no PSRs!



PSR Magnetospheres
But we see PSRs! -> assume electrospheres not stable 
& that force-free condition (E.B=0) holds “everywhere”, 
i.e. there is abundant plasma 

Then ρE=-JxB (inside+out) recast in terms of Ψ, the 
enclosed magnetic flux, becomes the “pulsar equation”
     (1-x2)(Ψ,xx + (1/x) Ψ,x + Ψ,zz) = -RLC2AA,Ψ
                      [RLC=light cyclinder radius, x=R/RLC, z=Z/RLC, A=poloidal current]

Written down in 1973, solved for aligned case in 1999 
[CKF99], solved for all angles w. time dependence in 
2006 [Spitkovsky]. 
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Not stable -> P = A*T + N assumption incorrect
-> should not then expect χ2 of 1

N for stability? 104-105 pulses (depends on PSR!)
-> MSPs not automatically stable 

Telescope constraints -> observe until good S/N
-> ‘slow’ PSRs: (few x 100) periods
-> MSPs:          (>= 105) periods
integrated S/N = (few x 10) -> (few x 100)

Have you checked whether your fave PSR is stable?
e.g. Natural limit on res. for orb. features
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justification for expecting a good fit (i.e. χ2 = 1)

Never any justification for using an EFAC or EQUAD!
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What about TOA errors?

σjitter/σradiometer ~ S/N1

Jitter is important when high S/N, 
i.e. for 0437 now or for all MSPs with SKA

P(t) = A*T(t) + N(t) + J(t)

σjitter2= fJ2 (∫ P(t)2t2 dt)/(N x S/N1 ∫ P(t) dt)
fJ = 0.067(2) measured for 0437      [Liu+ 2012] 
(χ2 ≃ 8 w/o this!)

Timing



Is there any reason why there would not be 
(periodic) Pdot switching in many PSRs?
[recall Pdot switching -> “timing noise”]

Difficult to measure ΔPdot in many cases depending 
on switching timescale, obs cadence, magnitude ...

Is there any reason why there would not be 
(periodic) Pdot switching in MSPs?

Other (deterministic) timing instabilities?

Timing



Executive Summary

Pulsar emission, and rotation, variable on a wide 
range of timescales

Need to understand these things in order to 
(a) understand PSRs!
(b) do PSR timing



Thank You
(questions, comments?)

@evanocathain


